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About This Content

This package will get you the following special weapon and armor items for use by Lid! Use their extraordinary power to defeat
your enemies!

-Mithril Dagger
-Stealth Ring

*These items can only be used by Lid.
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Title: Hyperdevotion Noire: Ultimate Lid Set
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart, Sting
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32bit, 64bit)

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.x or OpenGL 3.3 or better graphics card with 1 GB RAM and support for v4 shaders

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Caution: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5xxx, 1GB VRAM 5000 series
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Had fun up until the final boss fight, which is so broken It made me want to never play this again. 4/10.. This is a really fun time-
killer! It's one of those games where you can easily get lost in (in a good way). It's easy enough to be accessible to everyone but
quickly gets challenging enough to keep the veteran coming back. Does a great job of scratching that VR Tetris itch.

Also, a very fun game to introduce others into the world of VR!. One of Choice of Games' best. The conclusion throws a half-
dozen thought-provoking moral dilemmas at you in quick succession, asking what it means to be loyal to an ideal or to a tribe
and whether such loyalty is praiseworthy. I've played it through once and hope to do so a few more times to see more alternate
endings. Admittedly, problem-solving aspects are a little straightforward; they can often be resolved by looking for a choice that
includes a synonym for your highest stat.. Hasn't been updated since Feb 2015, DO NOT BUY.. This game is too old to have all
the bugs it has in it, Quests can be broken, Items that says only can have 1 you can have multiple of and some you cant even
delete out of your very limited bag. game has confirmations except where it is really nessary e.g the petition section of where
you try to get help dont accidently click delete petition because you can spend 30 minutes or so creating one and then go to
respond to it like the support emails say and then the whole petiton and the days you waited was a waste.. It's like Puzzle Quest
but with poker instead of gems. Although there's not the same depth as the Puzzle Quest series it's still a lot of fun.. The worst
game i have ever bought. I give up on trying to get this game to run, I've googled the issue, and nothing. So this is why this game
is getting a big thumbs down. beutifull game...
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wHY THE ♥♥♥♥ IS HE ON THE MOON. this was better when I was younger.. Ugh this game...I guess I'll start with the
positive aspects.
The art is beautiful. It's realistic and the "monsters" and characters all look really cool. The concept is also interesting, basically
a more or less pokemon match 3 game.
But that's it. The character have an odd, old-fashioned style of speaking, the story is messed up and the gameplay...well I liked
the first chapter. But now I see that there is some stupid idle penalty when you dont match 3 tiles in one go. Without the ability
to mix up the board IF THERE ARE SIMPLY NO MATCHES LEFT.
Also the in-game map. Ugh...you have no way of seeing the whole map, battles take way too long and you encounter the same
monsters every 3 steps.
Just don't try it unless you want to be super annoyed and disappointed that they completely failed such a nice looking game..
Decent asteroid type of game, got it on sale and worth it.. LOL Amazing game. TL;DR: Short game, most likely because it's
meant to be a VR experience rather than a full, story-driven game. Still awesome.

Pollen isn't a very long game, only took a few hours, but it's still pretty neat. The game plays well, nearly everything is
examinable, sound and texturing are really good as well. Only problem I had was opening doors. The game would freeze and
stutter for about 12-15 seconds opening doors into big rooms, otherwise all was good. Unfortunately I don't have any VR
headsets so I couldn't enjoy this game as it was meant to be played, but I got it because I love first person story/puzzle games
like Myst, SOMA, etc. I can understand the price point as well, since this is meant to be a VR game, and if you have a VR
headset I could imagine this game would look incredible on it, especially the ending.

Fun game. Would love to play this in the future once I get a VR headset.. Can't comment on the game as it crashes about a
minute in. Tried some work arounds listed in the forum. They don't work for my system. Developer has known about the crash
for almost a year, it seems, with no fix. Don't waste your money if you have a GTX 1080 like myself.. this is a masterpiece.
great fun ole school strategy game. Fun little on rails shooter
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